
Summary 

The growth and nutrient requirements of hybrids be- 
tween European gray poplar (Populus canescens SM.) and 
bigtooth aspen (P. grandidentata MICHX.) were investigated 
by comparing the behavior of the two hybrid progeny 
groups with the performance of seedlings from the "parent 
species". Interrelated trials were conducted in which the 
influence of varying N, P, K, a single element at a time, 
was investigated. Analysis of measurement data revealed 
there were significant growth differences between the four 
types of experimental trees. Chemical determinations made 
on the tops of the trees demonstrated that there were 
significant between-material differences in the uptake of 
N, Ca, and Mg. Evidence was also obtained indicating the 
uptake of certain elements influenced the utilization of 
other major nutrients. Estimates made of the amounts of 
nutrients removed from the solutions by the tops revealed 
total uptake by the European gray poplar seedlings was 
approximately three times as great as that of the bigtooth 
aspen seedlings. Nutrient uptake by the hybrids was inter- 
mediate between the two parent species. 
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Since 1965 I have discussed the use of systematic lay-outs 
for seed orchards (GIERTYCH 1965) with several people. The 
advantages of a systematic lay-out are readily admitted 
(inbreeding minimized, ease of locating ramets, possibility 
of extending the lay-out in all directions, and the in- 
dependence of the lay-out on the size and shape of the 
orchard) but I have met three criticisms: l0 the system of 
GIERTYCH (1965) is difficult to use, 2O seed orchards of more 
than 65 clones are frequently being established and 3O the 
progeny of such seed orchards will include a large number 
of full-sibs. 

The first criticism has been most frequent but came as a 
surprise, since I felt that the method was much easier to 
employ than any other published thus far. The criticism 
means that in the description of the mathematics used to 
arrive at the lay-outs the simplicity of their practical usc 
was lost. This is one point I hope to rectify in this note. 

I have also prepared lay-outs for larger numbers of 
clones (table 1) to extend the practical use of the method. 
I have provided here only information about lay-outs for 
numbers of clones which give the optimum quadratic 
scatter of ramets. There is sufficient of these to choose 
from when planning any seed orchard and I recommend 
that these be used. 

The third argument about the progeny containing too 
many full-sibs would become serious if we do collect seed 
from stands established from seed orchard seed. This 
could lead to inbreeding. However by the time forests 
established from seed produced in existing seed orchards 
themselves reach the age of seed production all our seed 

will be produced in seed orchards. Thus the danger of in- 
breeding in the second generation should not be exag- 
gerated. Furthermore we can exploit the tendency in a 
seed orchard for a ramet to be pollinated primarily by its 
windward neighbour by selecting as neighbours those 
clones which in combination show specific combining 
ability. In the systematic lay-out I advocate each ramet of 
a clone has the Same arrangement of neighbours around 
it and the possibility of using specific combining ability is 
thereby enhanced. 

The computer programs for seed-orchard lay-outs pro- 
posed by LA BASTIDE (1967) aim at avoiding repetition of 
neighbour combinations so as to increase the chances of 
panmixy. Additive gene effects will influence the progeny 
of the seed orchard whether there is panmixy or not. Any 
value or harm we might expect from specific combining 
ability will average out over the whole seed orchard crop 
to about the Same extent whether we vary the composi- 
tion of each group of clones or not. Also, as already 
mentioned above, if anything definite is known about 
specific combining ability between various clones we can 
exploit that knowledge by assigning appropriate locations 
to the clones. 

Increasing the chances of panmixy appears to be the 
only merit of LA BASTIDE'S method over the systematic lay- 
out. His method is more cumbersome to use because a new 
lay-out must be calculated for each number of clones, each 
number of ramets and each shape of area and the calcula- 
tions are very expensive of computer time. Moreover the 
lay-out does not allow for thinning in the seed orchards. 




